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The Envelope Please....

Well, since most were in attendance at this year’s extravaganza at the Jonathan club downtown, 
it’s no secret who the big winners were this year, but you’ll enjoy the coverage provided in this issue’s
article on the banquet. Some great photos of the event were provided, and you get a chance to see
how nicely everyone cleans up in this club.

You may want to flip back to the cover of this issue and notice the new masthead for the magazine,
with the tagline “The Voice of Porsche Racing.” As the club has defined itself over the years, I think
it is a wholly appropriate addition to the cover, and the magazine’s identity.

You’ll also find another illuminating profile from Marnye Summers, where she delves into the public
and private persona of Steve Ruckmick, who alternately has us transfixed or double over with his
observations on life and more.

In this issue, Mike Monsalve delivers some concise driving tips on increasing corner exit speeds.
Mike’s column is rapidly becoming a club favorite with new drivers and track dogs alike, with his
fresh perspectives on how to approach the basic concepts of driving your Porsche on the track and
getting the most out of it when you do.

On behalf of the magazine and the club, we welcome back many advertisers for the 2008 publication
year, as well as new readership in PRC and the Yokohama Drivers Cup membership. You can look
forward to hearing more about these folks in coming issues of Velocity!
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On the Cover:
Porsche Owners Club 
2007 Driver of the Year
Drew Waterhouse 
in action at the California Speedway.

Photograph by Dave Johnson.
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This issue of Velocity marks the first of a new era. 

You may have noted that the subtitle of Velocity now

reads “The Voice of Porsche Club Racing,” and we

have set out to make it so. We’ve asked other Porsche

Clubs to submit racing related articles to us in an

attempt to share each other’s enthusiasm for Porsche

Racing at all levels from Autocross to Cup Racing.

It is our hope that in sharing our passion through

these pages, we will stimulate the growth of our 

sport and unify participant voices.

Our advertisers will also benefit from this plan as 

we reach more and more Porsche racers throughout

the west. A growth of sport and unification of spirit

will benefit all in the Porsche Community. 

Those who missed the Annual Banquet should be

pitied. The downtown Los Angeles Jonathan Club is

an incredible building. Their food and service were

first rate and I’ve never seen the POC look or smell

better! Congratulations to all the deserving winners.

The 2008 GCRs have been mailed to every member.

We try to limit mid-year changes to the rule book but

some issues require immediate attention so remember

to check the website for corrections and changes 

as the year goes on. We’ll try to put an “In the News”

blurb to help guide you to revisions.

The new POC Office has been furnished and should

be in operation by the time this issue hits the mail.

We’ll shoot a couple pictures and show you our new

clubhouse in the next issue. 

Our financial statement elsewhere in this issue shows

the rewards of our efficiency campaign, but we still

have a few leaks to plug. Rising track rental and 

service fees make it a never-ending challenge to keep

our sport affordable, but we are dedicated to the task.

Our first event and clinic were a huge success despite

threatening weather.  Mikael Weitze, our new Chief

Driving Instructor for the STS Series, has already

made his presence felt by revising some of the driving

exercises. Judging from the reaction of the students,

the STS Drivers Clinic is better than ever!

Please notice that there has been a much-needed 

overhaul of our service points and rewards system. 

The short explanation is that we are no longer paying

two different currencies (service points and POC bucks)

at two different rates every time you do a service for

the club. The number of POC bucks earned in a 

calendar year will be the sole indicator of service

points earned towards a championship. The new 

system will put the responsibility of service point

accounting into the hands of the member as we will

no longer be asking a volunteer to take on the monu-

mental task of tabulating each member’s service point

accumulation. (Thanks to Dylan and Leonard for the

years that they shouldered this cumbersome chore.)

Please go to the website for detailed information

about this new policy.

FROM THE PRESIDENT BILL BODINE
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March  8-9 - NASA/Thunderhill 
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

April 12-13 - NASA/Infineon Raceway 
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

April 26-27  - HSR West: Thunderhill 
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

June 7-8 - NASA/Thunderhill 
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

June 28-29 - NASA/Infineon Raceway 
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

August 23-24 - NASA/Thunderhill 
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

October 25-26 - Infineon/Sears Point
Porsche Racing Club weekend in conjunction with NASA 
Two Porsche Driver’s Education (DE) run groups 
Three Porsche Race Groups 
TONS of track time! .

Photography by Doug DeVetter

C A T C H  U S  I F  Y O U  C A N . . .
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PORSCHENEWS
The new Porsche 911 GT3 RSR launches
into the new model year with extensive
modifications, with its debut scheduled
next month at the Mobil 1 Twelve Hours 
of Sebring–round one of the 2008
American Le Mans Series.

The most distinguishing visual feature 
of the new racer is the front end which
received major aerodynamic improvements.
The majority of innovations, however, are
hidden under the weight-optimized body.

The first American team to compete with
the new GT3 RSR is the Sonoma-based
Flying Lizard Motorsports squad, which
will enter the GT2 class of the American
Le Mans Series. Porsche factory drivers
Joerg Bergmeister, Wolf Henzler and
Patrick Pilet will join veteran Darren Law
and Lizard owners Seth Neiman, Lonnie
Pechnik and Johannes van Overbeek in
the three car team’s effort.

Aside from the additional spoilers on the
front apron, new flicks, optimized air 

ducting with newly-designed side air 
outlets, generate more downforce and
reduces drag. Extensive changes to the
suspension dynamics increase mechanical
grip considerably. The flat angle of the
drive shafts allows teams a wider range 
of suspension set-ups.

The 3.8-L boxer engine remains
unchanged apart from slight improvements
to details. It delivers 465 hp at 8,000 rpm
and a maximum torque of 430 Nm at
7,250 rpm. The rev limiter kicks in at
9,400 rpm.

Much of the know-how in the totally new
gearbox has come from the RS Spyder
LMP2 prototype. The sequential six-speed
unit is lighter than its predecessor. Internal
friction was substantially reduced.

All in all, a much better car to bring the
fight to the competition which this season
will include Corvettes, Ferraris, and
Mustangs.
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It started on October 14, 1967 at a POC Riverside Raceway event in 
my 356 Convertible “D.” I can pinpoint the date because I have a plaque
hanging on my wall with a lot of Porsche 356 transmission gears nailed on.
Topper Chasse was the President then and the Treasury balance was a
whopping $701.49. POC dues were $12.00 per year and every month, the
entire membership held a meeting.

I wanted to race and POC wasn’t racing yet so I started going to Cal
Club SCCA events, which is where POC and PCA members went who
wanted to race. Some of the POC names racing in SCCA at the time
were Alan Johnson, Miles Gupton, Elliot Forbes-Robinson, Milt Minter,
Don Pike, Davey Jordon, and Denny Harrison.

I bought a race prepared Speedster from 
Roger Bursch, then Dick Lovell’s 912 from
Performance Products.

Campaigning mostly in SCCA National events,
in E-Production, I went to the runoffs one year
at Road Atlanta, I believe in the early ’70s. My
best race duels at the time were with Bob Kirby.

I had five Porsches at the time, including a 904,
but in 1975, some financial problems dictated
they all be sold. I only kept the Convertible D.

Over the next ten years I restored the
Convertible D from a track car back to a driver,
and enjoyed it thoroughly, going on many 356 
Club outings.

Financial conditions improved, and I made the mistake of buying 
another Porsche in 1992, my current 1987 Targa. In 1993, Dave
Bouzaglou convinced me to try a POC Slalom at DriveTech, the San
Bernardino County Sheriff’s training track.

POC was just introducing racing in 1993, so I rejoined POC that year.
In 1994 I became interested in being more involved, so at the start of 1995
I took over the Points chair from Bill Bartee and the Awards chair from no
one in particular, and have been a very active member ever since. .

LEONARD, PORSCHES, 
AND THE POC

Leonard and Maia at Willow Springs
Leonard at Laguna Seca

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVE JOHNSON
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The first section is the corner entry:

turning into the corner towards the

apex; from the moment you start to

wind your steering wheel into the turn

until you have it set for the next part 

of the corner. This action of winding in

the wheel I will refer to as corner entry.

The mid corner is the section where

your steering wheel is set. You are not

turning in any further or unwinding the

wheel (such as in a long sweeper). 

Most mid corners can be very short 

or nonexistent as you often begin to

unwind the wheel almost immediately

after you finish winding the wheel into

the turn. No matter how short the mid

corner, the end of it should be the point

where you are going from trail braking 

or steady throttle to full acceleration.

The final and third section of the turn is

the corner exit: This is where you begin

to unwind the wheel until you are once

again heading down the straight.

In this issue, I will discuss only the 

corner exit.

The corner exit is arguably the least

challenging of the three sections in a

corner, yet it has the most impact in

your lap times.

Most of us are familiar with the phrase

“slow in, fast out.” Your exit speed is

most important when trying to increase

your speed down a long straight. For

every mile per hour you can increase

your speed during the exit of the corner,

that additional speed will stay with you

all the way down the straight as you

accelerate, which can significantly lower

lap times. That is why corners before

long straights are so important.

Although turn one at WSIR does not

lead into the longest straight at that

track, let’s use this corner in our 

example. Let’s assume your maximum

speed at mid-corner in turn one is 70

mph (where your steering wheel is at 

full wind—at its maximum input for 

that corner).

In order to accelerate beyond 70 mph

during corner exit, you must begin to

unwind the wheel as you accelerate to

avoid sliding or scrubbing during your

exit from the corner. The sooner you can

begin to unwind, the sooner you can

accelerate. The sooner you accelerate,

the faster your corner exit speed, and

the more speed you carry down the

straight into turn two. To practice this,

we come back to “slow in, fast out.”

As you practice the unwind and acceler-

ation coordination, you will notice that

as you press on the throttle and your 

car increases in speed, your hands are

unwinding. These two actions should 

be related with the hands unwinding 

as your speed is increases.

Work on accelerating early enough in

the mid corner to where you are getting

that perfect slip angle through the entire

corner exit as you unwind the wheel.

Even if you have to decrease your speed

during corner entry to accelerate earlier,

do so until you cannot possibly begin

acceleration any earlier without sliding

or scrubbing off speed during corner exit.

Sometimes, it will benefit you to slightly

alter your line so that you can unwind and

accelerate earlier while exiting the corner.

Also, remember to accelerate easy,

especially in high horsepower cars.

Frankly, if you can suddenly stand on

the gas at mid corner without upsetting

the car, you’re probably not carrying

enough speed at corner entry (or trail

braking too much). If you are at the

ragged edge at mid corner, ease into full

throttle smoothly as you unwind the

wheel. A smooth transition will be least

upsetting to the car and you will attain

an even faster exit speed.

Finally, when you find that perfect spot 

in the corner where you can begin 

acceleration and hold on without losing

any speed, mark that spot in your mind.

Your next goal is getting to that spot as

quickly as possible…which we will talk

about in the next issue.

Remember, be smooth and be relaxed.

Hey, if you have any question or com-

ments, find me at the track. I’m always

up for sharing and learning.  .

BY MIKE MONSALVE
DRIVINGTIPS

INCREASE CORNER EXIT SPEED

Over the next few of issues, I will discuss cornering—arguably the most challenging part of driving fast. 

When trying to increase my speed in corners, I like to divide each corner into three sections and focus 

on them separately, adjusting each section until I feel the entire corner feels right: I will refer to the three 

sections as corner entry, mid-corner, and corner exit. First, a brief description of each.
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NOVEMBER 2007 - STS EVENT
PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVE RUCKMICK

Alain Fournier, 2002 996 Turbo - Duane Selby, 2007 Cayman S - Chris Tallon, 1973 911 RSWilly Leon, 1979 930 - Tawfik Benabdeljalil, 993 Targa

PHOTO GALLERY
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Steven Scates, 1982 911SC - Martin Schacht, 1997 993 Carrera - Bradley Actis, 1989 944 Randy Takaki, 1984 911 Carrera - Peter Ching, 1971 911T - William Haugh, 2002 996 Turbo 
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In previous Velocity articles, I’ve concentrated
on how suspension and tires can affect our
Porsches. Another item which has significant
impact on car handling is the limited slip 
differential. This item, because it is located
inside the gearbox, is frequently mistaken for
a part that helps the drivetrain function. It
actually isn’t needed for the drivetrain to 
function, but should be considered an optional
piece that improves handling. The limited slip
differential could almost be considered more a
part of the suspension than the transmission,
because of the huge impact it has on handling.

One of the more desirable options that a
Porsche can have for track use is and always
has been a limited slip differential. Initial
analysis says that a limited slip differential 
is designed to limit wheel spin while exiting
from a corner. This allows a smoother exit
from a corner, since the inside unloaded tire 
is forced to rotate at about the same rate as the
outside loaded tire. All of this is true, but as
cars have progressed, so has the role that the
limited slip plays. No longer is the equation
quite so simple. In this issue of Velocity, I’m
going to take a closer look at limited slips 
and their close relatives, and see how these
components affect the race car on track.

Porsches have basically four different types of
differentials. The first style is a plain “open”
differential. This is pretty much what all street
Porsches are supplied with from the factory,
unless the “limited slip” option was chosen.
This differential has a set of gears that allows
the outer tire in a corner (which follows a
larger arc) to travel that extra distance without
any hindrance or help from the inside tire. If
the inside tire needs to travel twenty feet and
the outside tire needs to travel thirty feet, this
is not a problem, and occurs without much
extra effort inside the gearbox. Minimal heat
and friction are incurred as a result of this
effort. Unfortunately, this effortless, minimal
friction has a downside. If you were to jack up
one rear corner of a vehicle that had this
“open” differential, start the engine, and
attempt to move this vehicle, the tire off the
ground would simply spin, and there would be
no force transferred to the other rear tire still

on the ground. This same effect would occur
on track. The unloaded inner rear tire would
have a severe tendency to spin, and the power
would not be used to move the car down the
track. This obviously slows the vehicle down,
resulting in slower lap times.

The optional differential that Porsche offers
from the factory is the limited slip differential.
This is the style of differential that I am going
to concentrate on in this article, along with
discussions of the variants of this design. This
differential still has the gears that allow the
tires to move different distances through a
corner, but these gears are kept from spinning
freely by a series of friction plates which are
held under pressure by a diaphragm spring.
Now, as the car goes through the corner, the
inside tire no longer moves without being
influenced by the distance that the outside tire
travels. The friction action attempts to keep
these tires moving the same distance until the
preset friction force is overcome. This style
differential, because it depends upon friction 
to function, creates heat inside the gearbox.
Depending upon the vehicle and the heat gen-
erated, this can become a serious issue, and
may require that the gearbox oil be cooled.
One also needs to remember that any friction
that occurs before the power reaches the ground
is a loss of acceleration. Simply stated, friction
causes heat and takes power to do so. Porsche
has made the limited slip  almost forever,
varying the quantity of friction plates and the
spring pressures from model to model.

The third style differential that has been used
in Porsches (hopefully in very limited applica-
tions) is a true locking differential. These are
usually, in the Porsche world, stock open 
differentials that have had the gears that allow
the wheels to move different distances welded
together, which forces the tires to always move
the same distance, no matter what. These 
differentials should not be used in cars that
need to turn corners, and should be limited to
only straight line drag race vehicles. Our rules
do not disallow the use of this style differential,
although they clearly should. One of the major
hazards that this style differential has is that 
if one axle should fail, all power would be

Velocity Reprint,article by Gregory Brown 

THE LIMITED SLIP 
DIFFERENTIAL

FIGURE 1 — Exploded view of a limited slip
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transmitted to the opposite tire. This would make
the car instantly snap turn either right or left,
depending on which axle failed. If you have one
of these ill conceived “locker” units in your car,
please consider removing it before you hurt
yourself or someone else.

The last differential that we need to consider is 
the aftermarket “torque biasing” style. This style 
differential relies on multiple helix cut gears 
that are forced outward into the housing of the 
differential when tire spin begins to occur. These
differentials function almost totally as an open
differential while off throttle, which makes them
vastly inferior to a limited slip differential. I have
always considered this style differential to have
very limited usefulness on a race course, so I 
will not spend time discussing them. 

In order to understand how the Porsche limited
slips function and how they have changed over
the years, we need to try and understand the
pieces inside the differential. I have borrowed a
picture from the Porsche Workshop Manuals
(Figure 1) in order to help explain the function
of the limited slip differential.  Starting in the
very middle of the differential, there are four
small gears (#10) located on two shafts (#11).
These gears are all in the same plane when
assembled, which can occur because the shafts
are each cut halfway through in the center. This
allows the shafts to fit together and form a perfect
“X.” The small gears (called pinion or spider
gears) have holes in them, just slightly bigger
than the shafts, which allows them to fit over the
open ends of the shafts and spin freely on the
shafts. Two larger gears (#8), also called pinion or
spider gears, mesh into the four smaller pinion
gears. Note that these larger gears are splined on
the inside. This is where the stub axles protrude
out of the gearbox (where the axles are driven
from). Outboard of all of these gears are two
large metal blocks (#7), called thrust rings. These
thrust rings have notches cut in them where the
shafts for the small pinion gears are located and
supported. These notches were originally—in all
early Porsche limited slips—cut symmetrically.
As these differentials progressed, Porsche found
that by varying the angles of these notches, they
could achieve different amounts of lockup under
certain circumstances. This is going to be a very
important feature as we progress in this limited
slip analysis. Referring back to our picture, one
can see that the thrust rings fit over and surround
all of the pinion gears. The large pinion gears
protrude through the thrust rings and have splines
cut on the outer portion, where the friction discs
(#6) are located and driven. Note that the thrust
rings each have four protruding square shaped
blocks on the very outer diameter. These are held
captive inside of the actual differential housing.

FIGURE 2 — Small spirers and thrust rings.

Referring again to the picture, the friction discs are
sandwiched between the thrust ring and an outer
plate (#5). These friction discs have a coating on
them which is designed to “grip” the surfaces that
they touch. It is here that all of the work of the
limited slip differential occurs and thus where
all of the friction and resulting heat originate.
Outboard of the outer plate, is a diaphragm spring
(#4). This spring provides the “crush” that keeps
all the parts together and provides the “preload”
that determines how much friction the differen-
tial can generate.

It is important to note that the illustration which
I’ve used to help explain the inner parts of the
limited slip differential (Figure 1) has only a single
friction disc and outer plate. Multiples of these
items are to be found inside many differentials
(especially the ones that we are interested in),
which allow more available friction surfaces. 

After the 356s and prior to about 1984, limited
slips were pretty much cut and dry as supplied
from the factory in a Porsche. These units were
either called 40% or 80% limited slips, depending
upon how the friction discs and outer plates were
arranged. These limited slips had two sets of friction
discs on each side of the thrust rings (for a total
of four discs). The 40% limited slips had two of the
friction discs against each other, without an outer
plate between them. Because the two friction discs
touch each other, without an outer plate to 
separate them, this effectively provides two 
friction surfaces. Since this occurs on each side
of the differential, you end up with a total of
four friction surfaces in the entire differential.
The 80% limited slips separated the two friction
discs with an outer plate. This provided four
friction surfaces on each side of the differential,
which makes the 80% limited slip have a total of
eight friction surfaces. Although certainly the
number friction discs that actually contact the

outer plates affect the amount of friction that the
differential can generate, the amount of pressure
that the diaphragm springs have also influences
the amount of friction that the differential can
produce. The more friction discs and the higher
the preload from the diaphragm springs, the
more torque it takes for limited slip to actually
slip. The amount of preload can be varied since
Porsche offers the outer plates in different 
thicknesses, which can be used to change the
releasing torque.

This is where some of the fun starts. Early 40%
limited slips (before 1984, in the 911 series 
vehicles) were designed to be set up so that it
takes between 29 to 58 foot pounds of torque to
make the differential slip. The 80% limited slips
had higher settings. Beginning with the Carrera
models (and on through the C-2 models), limited
slips only had room inside for one friction disc and
one outer plate on each side (like our illustration
has). These limited slips are also called 40%
limited slips, but have a setup that only allows 
7 to 25 foot pounds of torque (and 25 foot
pounds is almost impossible to get) before the
unit begins to slip. How can one 40% limited
slip have less pressure than another 40% limited
slip and still be considered to have the same slip
percentage? I have no idea, but this can’t be
good. We therefore call these single friction 
disc units “snow only” limited slips. They have
limited benefits on the race course, because 
they release at very low torque numbers. If you
have one, lose it for one of the better later limited
slips that I’m going to discuss and your lap times
will improve instantly!

A quick comment before I move onto the later,
more significant limited slips that Porsche has
created. The early multiple friction disc limited
slips are excellent parts, as long as you keep the
torque releasing numbers under control.

The Limited Slip Differential—Continued to page 38
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For the second time, we held our banquet at the Jonathan

Club, courtesy of Christopher and Lisa Wiles, who are

members. Last year, we were at the beach clubhouse in

Santa Monica partying to a Hawaiian theme. Probably

that was a sort of probation, which we somehow passed

(or the Wiles bribed some committee chairman). This year

we were actually allowed at the downtown Jonathan Club.

Quite a difference. The downtown clubhouse is really

downtown. Unimposing from the outside, the clubhouse is

elegant in a traditional way, with high ceilings and wood

panels. This old-school downtown club could have been in

Chicago or New York. This is not exactly the native habitat

of POC members. For example, the downtown clubhouse

has a strict dress code that doesn’t allow tennis shoes even

in the informal sections of the building. Our POC members

pretty much followed the dress code. To my astonishment,

most of my fellow members cleaned up quite well.

S T O R Y  B Y  T E D  F R E S H

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  S A R I  M A K K I - P H I L L I P S
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The evening began with drinks (paid for by an odd ticket system reminiscent of Midwestern

county fairs) in a magnificent ballroom. After getting a drink for my wife, Carol Primeau, 

I noticed some race videos were playing. They had been nicely put together by Jeff Erickson.

I was fascinated, trying to point out exactly where I was decisively lapped by the camera car:

“Carol, see that blur that seems to be going backwards? That’s me in my rented (from Tim

Comeau) spec. 944.” All this time, I was carrying my helmet. Jim Marks said that I must 

really be hard core, carrying my helmet to the banquet. I told him that you never know when

you’ll have to jump into a race car. I didn’t have the heart to tell him that I was just bringing

the helmet to Jackie Ginsburg for installation of a Hans device at Werks II. After an hour or so

of merriment in the ballroom, we moved into another wonderful large room for dinner, awards

and official business, but no speaker. For the second year in a row, we did not have a famous

guest speaker. Another year and this will be a tradition.
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The dinner was excellent and the level of service and efficiency very high. This was the well-run event of

a well-runClub. President Bill Bodine and Christopher Wiles shared duties as masters of ceremonies.  

Almost unnoticed and hidden in the middle of the banquet was the annual official business meeting of the

POC. Luckily for most of us, the meeting consisted of impressively brief reports from treasurer Leonard
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Schenkel and secretary Dylan Scott.  Leonard stated that the financial statements have been completed

and submitted to the Board of Directors, that tax and other reports have been made to the state and federal

government and that the Club is solvent. (It’s too bad that no one could make the same statement about

the U.S. banking sector.) Similarly succinct, Dylan stated that all minutes of meetings have been approved

by the Board of Directors and were available for examination.
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The POC is run by the volunteer work of many individuals. Several whose 

contributions were extraordinary were honored: Bill Bodine, Leonard Schenkel, Lisa

Wiles, Marty Mehterian, Todd Richmond, Reginald Colby, Dylan Scott, Bruce Wells,

Jeff Melnik, Jim Marks, Tom Van Aken, Keith Meggs, Mary Anne Melnik, Jackie

Ginsburg, Michael Essa, David Hirsch, Christopher Wiles and John Cherniack. In 

the same spirit, the Competition Committee was singled out for great effort and great

contribution: Chairman Steve Parker, Loren Beggs, Michael Essa, Jeff Erickson, 

Marty Mehterian and Keith Meggs.

The awards in the various racing categories were made. Tom Van Aken presented the

awards for the Short Track Series, Martin Schacht presented the awards for the Time

Trials and Jeff Melnik presented the awards for Cup Racing (see sidebar on page 35).

Bob Rodriguez presented the John Deere award for excellence in agricultural 

excursions to Jim Steedman.
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Note how often Leonard Schenkel’s name has come up: as treasurer, racing champion and competition

points champion. Leonard is retiring from the Board of Directors and the position of treasurer this year.

Thanks to Leonard for his years of excellent service and support of the club; we are in your debt. More

personally, I would like to thank him for years of passing me on the track in such a nice way. I look 

forward to being passed by Leonard for years to come.

Our customary raffle offered prizes from Performance Products, Hoosier Racing Tires, Elephant Racing,

Tarett Engineering, Stand 21 and Trackside Performance. Many thanks to those companies for their 

support of the Club.

The food was good, the setting terrific and the camaraderie great. We are very grateful to the Wileses

for taking another chance on their reputation at the Jonathan Club and for their work in organizing the

event. The combination of the award announcements and the gathering of the members helped us to

relive the 2007 season.  All too soon, the evening was over and the reinforced, bright memories of 2007

began to slowly fade. Now, it’s time to build some new memories of 2008. See you at the track. .

The overall achievement awards 

were presented to: 

Rookie of the Year

Bradley Actis

Most Improved Driver

John Payne

Member of the Year

Bill Bodine

Driver of the Year

Drew Waterhouse

Service Points Champion

Michael Essa

Spirit of POC Award

Jim Marks

Competition Points champion

Leonard Schenkel
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Cup Racing Champions
Class Driver Name Place

BSR Dylan Scott First
Michael Essa Second

GT2 John Payne First
Jim Copp Second

GTA BlakeRosser First

GTC-3 Drew Waterhouse First
Kevin Reynolds Second

R3 Ted White First 

R5 Steve Alarcon First
Michael Monsalve Second
Kip Waterhouse Third

R6 Bruce Wells First
Scott Sookwongse Second

R7 Leonard Schenkel First

R8 Walter Airth First

R9S Mikael Weitze First
Mark Foley Second

Time Trial Champions
Class Driver Name Place

BSR Dylan Scott First
Jeffrey Shulem Second

BSX Marc Jannone First

GI Glenwood Gum First

GP Carolyn Pappas First

GSR Mikael Weitze First
DennisBennett Second

GT2 John Payne First

GTC-3 Kevin Reynolds First

HP Walter Airth First

JI Leonard Schenkel First
Michael Takaki Second

JP Chet Fortney First

JP Bob Thacker First

LP Martin Schacht First

MI John Cherniack First

MP Reginald Colby First

NI Jon Wierks First

V0 Marty Mehterian First

V1 Ted White First

V2 Edwin Muscat First

V3 Steve Alarcon First
Michael Monsalve Second

V4 Keith Hulley First
Jeff Hollander Second

Short TrackChampions
Class Driver Name Place

CI Regan Steedman First

GP Peter Ching First

GS Daniel Cliffe First

GSR Bradley Actis First
Donald Neville Second
DennisBennett Third

GT1 Steven Eguina First

HI James Bailey First

HP Kent Lothringer First
HP Tom Van Aken Second

IP Todd Richmond First
Don Matz Second

JI Leonard Schenkel First
Randall Takaki Second

JP Chet Fortney First
BobThacker Second
Steve Thompson Third

JS Craig Swetland First
Michael Parker Second

KI Chris Tallon First

LI Tawfik Benabdeljalil First

LP Chad Carter First
Martin Schacht Second

LS Duane Selby First
Quinn Thompson Second
Leland McArthy Third

MI John Cherniack First

MP Reginald Colby First

MS Benjamin Graboske First

NI Jon Wierks First
Dave Miller Second

NP Andrew Weyman First

V0 Marty Mehterian First

V1 William Leon First

V2 Edwin Muscat First
Sandy Isaac Second

V3 Steve Parker First
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Associate’s Name .......................................................................................................

Birth Date .......................................................................................................................

Telephone [Home] .................................... / ...................................................................

Telephone [Business] .................................... / ...............................................................

E-Mail .............................................................................................................................

Membership Number .....................................................................................................
(If renewal)

JOIN NOW! For a nominal annual membership fee, you can enjoy the POC’s 
publications, receive discounts to all events and at many participating dealers.

Make check payable to and mail to: Porsche Owners Club—Membership
Box 727, 14252 Culver Drive, Suite A, Irvine CA 92604 949-360-6475

ACTIVE
A registered Porsche owner. Receive all mailings 
and is considered a full member. $75.00

ASSOCIATE
The spouse, child, parent, sibling, or other designee of 
an active or non-Porsche member. One per member only. $5.00

NON-PORSCHE
A non-Porsche owner who wishes to participate in POC 
activities. Receives all mailings, plus member rates at events. $75.00

New   Renewal

POC_MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

WWW.PORSCHEOWNERSCLUB.ORG

Name .............................................................................................................................

Street ..............................................................................................................................

City .................................................................................................................................

State ...............................................................................................................................

Zip ....................................................................................................................................

Occupation ......................................................................................................................

Birth Date ........................................................................................................................

Telephone [Home] .................................... / .....................................................................

Telephone [Business] ................................ / .....................................................................

E-Mail ..............................................................................................................................

Referred by ......................................................................................................................

Membership Number ......................................................................................................
(If renewal)

707 South Hampton Drive, Venice, CA 90291
Phone: 310.399.3221  Fax: 310.399.9399

30 Years of Porsche Expertise

www.ottosvenice.com

Otto’s Rebuilt Porsche Products

Engine & Machine Services

Rebuilt 914 Rear Caliper $195 with Exchange

- Bosch 3,6 pin CDI units (69-83 911)
- CIS (lambda) control units (80-83 911)
- L-Jetronic units (80-83 911)
- Motronic control units (84-95 911, 944)
- D-Jetronic units 914 (70-78)
- L-Jet 914 (74-75)
- 928 ignition units (all)

- 928 LH control units (82-90)
- 928 HVAC units
- Heater control units (82-89)
- 964/933 climate control units (89-95)
- Rev limiters/fuel shutoff relays (76-89 Turbo)
- Cruise control units
- Door lock controls (82-95)

- Service, repair and race prep
- Restoration ad used car sales
- Racing engines for all POC/PCA/SCCA class 
- Custom race car and parts fabrication
- MFI and transmission specialists
- Valve jobs
- Guide and seat replacement
- Cylinder head resurfacing
- Cylinder boring and honing
- Cylinder block surfacing
- Custom cylinder porting
- Magnaflux service
- Engine balancing
- Flywheel surfacing
- Check case for size and alignment/case savers
- Bore engine case
- Polish crank
- Chamfer, drill and tap oil galleys in crank

- Clean, blast, hone pistons and cylinders
- Rebuild and rebush rods
- Shot-peen rods
- Surface and chamfer heads
- Turbo oil squirters
- Bypass modification
- Boat tail and windage case
- Cut cylinders of windage
- Knife edge crank
- Cut pistons for clearance
- Modify case for large oil pump
- Port and match heads and manifold
- Twin spark heads
- C.C. for compression
- Pressure testing
- 914-6 stub axle conversion kits
- 914-6 OE oil tanks
- 904 minshafts

YOUR AUTHORIZED AMB TRANSPONDER DEALER
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Obviously, it would be wise to separate the friction discs that are
found together on the 40% units in order to get more friction sur-
faces in contact with outer plates. This will increase the amount of
life that the unit offers before needing to be serviced. However, we
have found that creating excessive pressures (high release torque
numbers) inside of these limited slips can cause extreme handling
problems. If the limited slip releases at too high of a pressure, the
long sweeping corners can become very difficult to drive, because
the limited slips will release at different places in the same corner
each consecutive lap. This can force a car to understeer one lap and
oversteer the next lap, all in the same corner! Note that this will only
occur in the long sweeping style corners. Any tight corner will force
the unit to release and this will not be an issue. If you have a 40% 
or 80% limited slip that your favorite transmission guy has “leaned”
on, and your car feels different each and every time you go through
turn eight at Willow Springs or any other long sweeping corner, 
you might note this and discuss it with someone who is familiar
with this phenomena.

Now we can move on and discuss the really fun/fast limited slips
that Porsche has developed. The first significant change in limited
slips was found in the C-2 body style Turbos—both in the 3.3 liter
and the 3.6 single turbo versions. They also found their way into 
the European RS versions of the 

C-2s. The limited slips offered for these cars were termed 20/100
limited slips. The 20 refers to the amount of locking that these units
had under acceleration, and the 100 number refers to the amount 
of locking that they had under deceleration. Yes, that is correct, the
units became 100% locked under braking! Porsche achieved this by
changing the symmetrical ramps on the thrust rings which support
the small pinion gears. By cutting a shallower angle on one side of
these thrust rings, the shafts were able to move and push the thrust
rings outward towards the diaphragm springs. This can be clearly
seen in Figure 2. The pressure is so high when this occurs, that the
friction discs are unable to slip at all. This had very significant
effects on these cars and defined what all future limited slips would
be like. When the rear tires are locked under deceleration, they are
forced to rotate at exactly the same rate. This makes the car push the
front end. It was now possible, especially with ABS brakes, to get
really deep in a corner, brake when the car was turning and not have
the rear of the car instantly spin. Try this in an early car and you will
immediately see that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to keep the
car from spinning. As soon as you begin accelerating, the shafts rotate
back and the limited slip became a 20% limited slip. These units
worked fairly well in the Turbo style cars, but didn’t work perfectly
in the RS style cars. They would allow the inside tire to spin on
acceleration, in some instances. This was primarily experienced 
in the higher torque naturally aspirated models and reared its ugly
head when the turbo cars had the engines tweaked. The 20% locking 
percentage was simply too low to keep the tires from spinning, 
especially when the shafts slammed back on the steep angles from
the locked position. In spite of these problems, Porsche knew that they
had created something really significant in the differential department,
especially when they combined this effect with ABS braking.

The 993 style street cars with the limited slip option almost all came
with a 25/65 limited slip. This provided a 25% locking function under
acceleration and a 65% locking function under braking. These limited
slips also featured significant increases in the sizes of the internal
parts, which made them less prone to wearing out the friction discs
(except for a few of the very early versions, which were prone to really
awful wear characteristics). These limited slips, along with the next
generation ABS systems, really allowed the driver to get into the 
corner deep and brake hard while the car was turning.

The standard Motorsports version of this limited slip (for the 993 
Cup Cars and the 993 RSRs) was designated a 45/65 limited slip.
Motorsports also offered differentials and components that allowed
one to modify these percentages a fair amount. One could have a
50/80 limited slip, for instance. These 45/65 limited slips and the next
generation ABS systems were perhaps the single most significant
changes that were made between the C-2 factory race cars and the 993
factory race cars. Sure, the rear suspension changed and this certainly
helped make these cars faster, but only when the suspension was 
correctly adjusted, which happened very infrequently in this country.

This is not the final chapter in this tale. These wonderful 45/65
Motorsport limited slips had a few problems. We (and others) began 
to see cracks in some of the differential cases at the base of the ring
gear. This problem could—and did—lead to some catastrophic failures.
Although these failures were certainly caused by material and machin-
ing problems, I believe that the sturdiness of the internal components
had much to do with the failures. These limited slips were very slow
to wear out. Combine this with the effectiveness of the 45% locking
function on acceleration and the 65% locking function on deceleration
and the case simply was not able to cope with the higher loads generated.
The Porsche Factory made billet cases out of chromoly for the GT-1
cars and recommended that all the GT3R vehicles switch to this case.
(As far as I can tell, all of the year 2000 GT3Rs came with the cast cases.)
These were relatively expensive, but seemed to solve the problems.
One of the aftermarket suppliers (Paul Guard at Guard Transmissions)
offers these differentials in several versions, all with billet chromoly
cases.  (Refer to Figure 3).  Guard can also provide the racer with
thrust rings that have notches cut for different locking ratios. There is
enough room on the thrust rings to machine another set of angles that
can allow the user to try either a 45/65 locking ratio or a 50/80 locking
ratio, which Paul has done on the latest versions. This can be clearly
seen in  Figure 2. He can also provide the customer with a set of
thrust rings that are cut for both a 50/80 locking ratio and an 80/80
locking ratio. The drivers in the GT3R race cars have been using these
new higher releasing ratios with outstanding results. The higher 50/80
ratios and 80/80 ratios have shallower ramps on the thrust rings, which
provides smoother transition from braking to accelerating than the
original 45/60 style differential.   

What does this all mean to you, the owner/driver of a club car? Well, 
if you can get one of these whammy zammy limited slips into a 
gearbox that you own, you will be totally amazed. Your lap times 
will improve the very instant that you make the change. Lap time
improvements are not insignificant. We have been able to find literally
seconds per lap with differential changes and so will you. Although
there aren’t many guarantees in life, this is certainly one of them.  .

The Limited Slip Differential—Continued from page 18

FIGURE 3 — Billet chromoly “Motorsports style” limited slip
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Trailex trailer 2003
$6,600
Model CT-7541. World’s lightest aluminum car
trailer! Weighs just over 900 lbs. but carries 4,100
lbs. Perfect Porsche hauler! Standard equipment
includes dual adjustable axles, electric brakes and
9’ foot ramps. Options include locking tire rack for
8 tires, front shield, and spare tire. One owner.
Very good condition. Always garaged. Low mileage.
2 new tires. New cost $7,220 plus shipping from
Ohio factory and sales/use tax. Chas Wirken 
480-644-9657. cwirken@cox.net

Ex Flying Lizzard RSR 2005
$239,000
#45 ALMS 2005 GT3RSR, 3.8 Sprint Motor,
Light weight harness, Bosch 4.0,Traction control,
Electric brake bias, lightened, carbon clutch, too
many tricks to list. Full spare package included,
2 set of BBS mono block wheels. New paint.
Multiple Track Records. Everything fresh. This is by
far the most developed Porsche RSR in the US.
Just ask Craig Stanton, Patrick Long, Wolf Hensler,
Jorg Bermeister or Johan van Overbeek. For more
Information call Blake Rosser at 702-348-5100, or
e-mail blakerosser@myway.com

993 Big Reds 1989
$1,400
Used 993 Twin Turbo Big Reds Kit. Kit has been
built for 1978-1989 930 Turbo. Kit includes:
Calipers with adapters Rotors and hats Brake pads.
In Good Condition. Fred Garcia, Valley European
Auto Service Inc. 818-787-7187 
info@valleyeuropean.com.

TPD Trailer for sale (24 foot) 2002
$8,500
Very clean 24 foot TPD trailer. Smooth composite
walls (no interior bars). Beaver tail for easy loading.
Triple axle, new tires, tool chest, tire rack, fuel jugs
rack, (2) helmet/suit carriers,extra shelf, etc.
Composite ramp door with aluminum extension.
Very stable while being towed. Herb Cunitz at 
650-400-3190, hcunitz@sbcglobal.net.

3.8 Euro RS Pistons and Cylinder Set 
$4,000
Piston and Cylinder Set 3.6 to 3.8 Liter 102 mm
Bore/107 mm Sleeve (Slip In) 12.5:1 Compression.
Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service Inc.
818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

2001 Dodge Ram 1500 Truck 
$4,500
80,000 miles. Tranny just redone. New o2 sensors,
battery, water pump. Runs well. Great stereo with
subwofer. Mike Takaki, mike@takakicpa.com

2001 996 C4  
$26,500
60,000 miles, Brand New factory-rebuilt engine;
lightened flywheel; short shifter; PSS9s and H&R
bars; two-piece front lower control arms; center
radiator; Frozen Rotors; custom leather Corbeau A4
seats; 5-point harnesses; Autopower roll bar; OEM
wheels w/PS Cups; 2d set w/Pole Positions.
Stephen Jones, 213-999-2663. spjevj@sbcglobal.net

1987 Turbo Rolling Shell 
$8,000
930 Rolling Chassis. No Engine No Transmission
No Brakes Everything else is intact. Real Turbo
body that has been upgraded with C2 factory
bumpers. Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto
Service Inc. 818-787-7187
info@valleyeuropean.com.

1991 C2 Tiptronic 
$17,000
1991 C2 Tiptronic. 12,2801 miles. As you can see
is in good shape. The engine has 20,000 miles
from the rebuilt. The only thing wrong with it is the
ring gear on the torque converter. The car would be
turn key for $17,000. Fred Garcia, Valley European
Auto Service Inc. 818-787-7187 info@valleyeuro-
pean.com.

1993 RS America
$40,000
Own an original. 70,000 miles. Perfect for street,
autocross, and track. JRZ adjustable suspension,
Eibach springs, Cup flywheel, Fabspeed cat
bypass, secondary bypass, carbon fiber cup heater
tube and airbox. Cup cooling ducts, short shift,
custom rollbar, stereo, LSD, sunroof, A/C. More
details and photos at www.bobbrand.com. 858-
212-5943, rsa@bobbrand.com

1980 924 Factory D Production
$78,000/OBO
Car is 1 of approx. 16 originals from Holbert
Racing bought from John O'Steen after winning DP
Championship Immaculate Condition; Raced in
SCCA for 2 years; stored since that time. Greg
Slayton, 912-617-0101. islandpipeline@tds.net

Ready to Time Trial Your 2003  Boxster?
$750
Prior to buying my BSR Spec Boxster I had a street
Boxster that I Time Trialed with POC for about 8
months. It was a ‘03 Boxster S. I have for sale:
Brey Krause Roll Bar Extension Rollbar Padding Kit
Tunnel side mount Safecraft Halon 2.5lb Fire Ext a
Pair of Pryrotech 5 point Seat Belts with mounts
and hardware. I paid over $1575 for all of the
above. I will take $750 for the entire lot.
Jeff Shulem, jas@lovetherace.com

944 for Track or Street 1987
$7200 OBO
117k original miles.Well maint., all records, stock except
for Sparco Evo seats, Autopower roll bar and suspen-
sion. Includes extra set phone dial wheels, and stock
leather seats, AM/FM/CD/Cassette, Alpine Spkrs.
Jackie Lu, 858-356-7325. jluwoohoo@yahoo.com

Wanted: 8 x 16 Fuchs
Looking for four 8 x 16 Fuchs for track use.
Jackie Lu, 858-356-7325. jluwoohoo@yahoo.com

944 NA 2.5 short block
$450
Used short block for 944 2.5 liter great condition.
Chris Houdre, 714-401-2210. chrishoudre@pacbell.net

Zenith Carburators  1968-1971
$1,000
Zenith Carburators come from 2.8 engine Running
Good. $1,000. Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto
Service Inc. 818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

Nearly new 2008 911 Targa 4
$96,000
Fully loaded and perfect condition. 1,006 miles
Tiptronic S, 19” Carrera Classic Wheels, Sport
Chrono Package Plus, Bose High End Sound
Package, Power Seat Package, Bi-Xenon Headlamp
Package and more. Certificate of Authenticity pro-
vided. Albert Brenner, 818.512.9515.
abrenner@casfirst.com

Alloy Wheels
Set of phone-dial 15” orginal equip alloy wheels 
for 1986 Carrera. Best offer. Mark Headrick,
209-402-4233. mhead9776@aol.com

993 Conversion on 1981SC
$12,500
993 Conversion All factory 993 parts 993 interior
Converted to electric top 3.0 liter engine 915
transmission $14,000. Fred Garcia, Valley
European Auto Service Inc. 818-787-7187
info@valleyeuropean.com.

Porsche Factory Litronic Headlights 
$1,500
Litronic Kit for Boxster S and 996. $1,500.
Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service Inc.
818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

996 Suspension Kit 
$1,800
996 99-05 Normally aspirated Suspension Kit
(Bilstein PSS 9 System) Front and Rear Coil Over
Shocks with Springs. Ride Height Adjustable. 9
Precise Compression and Rebound Settings.
$2,000. Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service
Inc. 818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Classified ads are free of charge to members in good standing, and is updated on a per issue basis from the database on the

web site. Members should limit their ads to no more than 150 words. Photos may be added at a cost of $10 per image. Non-

members may place ads of interest to our membership for a fee of $25.00, plus $10 additional per image included. Forward all

ad revenues to, and make payable to: Porsche Owners Club, Inc., Box 727, 14252 Culver Drive, Suite A, Irvine, CA 92604.

Porsche Factory Litronic Headlights 
97-04/99-01. $1,500
Litronic Kit for Boxster S and 996. Fred Garcia,
Valley European Auto Service Inc.
818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

911 3.0 Engine  1981
$4,000
Complete 3.0 1981 911sc engine. Fred Garcia,
Valley European Auto Service Inc.
818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

930 Turbo B&B Header System ‘78-89
$1,800
48 Rear Wheel Horse Power 800 RPM Turbo Lag
Decrease Porsche Performance Sound Complete
Kit includes all Hardware & Wastegate Pipe.
$1,800. Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service
Inc. 818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

1987 Turbo Transmission 
$4,000
Turbo Transmission with limited slip 
differential. $4,000. Fred Garcia, Valley 
European Auto Service Inc. 818-787-7187
info@valleyeuropean.com.

1987 Rolling Chassis  11,5339 miles
$8,000
No engine, no transmission, no brakes, Everything
else is intact. Real Turbo body that has been
upgraded with C2 factory bumpers. Fred Garcia,
Valley European Auto Service Inc. 818-787-7187
info@valleyeuropean.com.

930 Intercooler  ‘78-89
$1,200
Hi-capacity intercooler. Works with a/c system
cars. Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service
Inc. 818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

V3R 911/993 3.2 Race Car  1979
$42,000
POC Class V3/R5 911 3.2 G50 trans, 993 body kit
w/sport flairs. 2006 V3R5 Chiampion car w/ sever-
al track records, including a new record of 25.9 at
WSIR. Equiped with Fabcar shift tower, carbon fiber
dash, Aim system, 2.5 sets of wheels. Includes
setup details for several different tracks. Open to
trades for exotic vehicles, bikes, boats, etc.,
including higher value trades. Enclosed Featherlite
optional. Mike 310-787-0123, or email
mike@lamusicservices.com

1993 RS America,
$42,999
70,000 miles. Newly painted, top end rebuild &
clutch replaced 6-07, big reds w/alcon rotors, roll
cage, pi data acq, aim laptimer, wired for radios,
new harnesses, triple adj Motons, new fuel cell
bladder, 3 sets fikse wheels, everything done at
AASE MOTOR, Many many more. Beautiful car.
Needs nothing. Jim at 818-970-3127.

993 Intake ‘95-97
$500
Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service Inc.
818-787-7187 
info@valleyeuropean.com.

3.8 Euro RS Pistons Cylinder Set 
$4,000
Piston and Cylinder Set 3.6 to 3.8 Liter 102 mm
Bore/107 mm Sleeve (Slip In) 12.5:1 Compression.
Fred Garcia, Valley European Auto Service Inc.
818-787-7187 info@valleyeuropean.com.

RSR Cams 
$1,500
Factory RSR Cams. Center drilled & cross drilled
with pump drive on both sides. Fred Garcia, Valley
European Auto Service Inc. 818-787-7187
info@valleyeuropean.com.

944/R9S/GSR-RACECAR 
$13,900
Fresh Motor,Pro Built and Maintained. Log Books-
POC-PCA-NASA-SCCA,All the goodies; Short 5th
Gear, LSD, PS, Full Race suspension, Late DME-
chip and Air-fuel delivery, Bursch Header/Test
Tube/street legal bolt-in cat, Quick Release
Steering Wheel, Fire Extinguisher, Battery Cut-off,
Autopower cage. This car is competitive,
dependable, fully sorted, complete and ready to
Race! Needs a better driver than me.
theaddys@san.rr.com or 858-688-9274.

2008 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
DATE  EVENT LOCATION & DESCRIPTION  2008 Events

January 12 52nd Annual Award Banquet Jonathon Town Club Downtown LA 

January 26 Streets of Willow - Drivers Clinic #1 STS Drivers Clinic

January 27 Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series) STS # 1

February 16-17 Las Vegas Motor Speedway (Oval and Inside Course) TT # 1 & 2, CR # 1 & 2

March 29-30 Willow Springs Raceway BIG SPRING FLING THING  TT # 3, CR # 3 & 4

All Series - All Members STS # 2

April 26-27 Willow Springs Raceway (Racers' Clinic #1) TT # 4 & 5, CR # 5 & 6

May 16-18 California Speedway TT # 6 & 7, CR # 7 & 8

May 31-June1 Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series) STS #3 & 4

June 6-8 Willow Springs Raceway - Tribute to LeMans Enduro Weekend TT #8, CR #9, 4hr Enduro

August 22-24 Laguna Seca Raceway TT #9, CR #10 & 11

September 6 Streets of Willow - Drivers Clinic #2 STS Drivers Clinic

September 7 Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series) STS #5

September 20-21 Buttonwillow Raceway - Buttonwillow 100 TT # 10 & 11, CR # 12 & 13, 1hr Enduro

October 17-19 Las Vegas Motor Speedway (Outside road course) TT # 12 & 13, CR # 14 & 15

November 8-9 Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series) STS #6 & 7

November 15-16 STS at California Speedway (Interior road course) STS # 8 & 9

December 6-7 Willow Springs - Racer's Clinic #2 - Season Finale - BBQ - Town Hall Meeting TT # 14 & 15, CR # 16 & 17
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One of the most popular series of Porsche

race cars has been their GT3 996 and 997

cars. With over 1,000 built in the last eight

years, it is the sovereign iteration of a 

production based race car. They have 

won more international sports car 

championships than any other production

based car.

So what better car to pick for a race series

whose founding tenet is “On Track With

Competence.” The Yokohama Drivers Cup

USA is the premier race series dedicated

to improving the biggest single source of

speed in a race car—the driver. With the

support of Porsche Cars North America

and Porsche Motorsport, the series utilizes

Porsche GT3 996 and 997 Cup Cars in a

racing environment that is enjoyable and 

a highly effective learning experience. 

No other series provides their unique 

educational blend of one-on-one coaching

and the use of advanced technology to

produce competent drivers at every level.

“Our series is about personalized education,”

said Greg Franz, Yokohoma Drivers Cup

USA Series Director. “We make sure that we

positively touch everyone who races with

us. It is a hands-on experience with more

one-on-one coaching than any other series.”

It is an educational tripod of discovery: a

strong emphasis on one-on-one coaching

from Yokohama Drivers Cup USA Director

of Coaching Craig Stanton, along with

factory drivers like Patrick Long; the use

of advanced technology to enhance the

learning experience including utilizing

multiple in car cameras to evaluate race

craft; and in-depth technical seminars from

the series partners showing how to get the

most out of both the driver and the car.

There will be six three-day race weekends

and one two-day weekend in 2008 with two

races each weekend. A typical weekend

starts on Friday which is the Test and Tune

Day. Friday starts with an educational

drivers’ meeting on how to drive the track,

hot laps with in-car videos (a great tool to

see exactly what areas need improvement),

followed by one-on-one professional

coaching and feedback   after each session.

Saturday begins with a drivers’ meeting to

reinforce Friday’s progress. There are two

practice sessions in the morning, followed

by a qualifying session and a sprint race in

the afternoon. Each session is followed by

coaching input. The drivers’ meeting after

the race continues to emphasize where

improvement has been made and where

further work is needed. There is also an 

in-depth technical seminar with different

subjects on each weekend. Along with

Yokohama Tire Corporation, the series is

supported by technical partners that include

MoTeC Systems USA, KW Suspension,

Stand 21, BBS of America, and Aasco

Motorsports. At the end of each day, the

on-track accomplishments of the drivers

are recognized with the awarding of trophies.

on track with COMPETENCE
the YOKOHAMA 

DRIVERS CUP USA

When you attend a Porsche Rennsport, the first thing that strikes you is that there is no other car

manufacturer in the world that could put on such a show of iconic race cars. You look over a sea

of racing history—an uninterrupted thoroughbred blood line that started with the number 1

Porsche 356 fifty seven years ago and continues today with increased passion each year.

Nick Parker

leading the pack of

John Krieg

Neil Alexander

and Gregory Franz

down the Corkscrew 

at Laguna Seca

Raceway
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2008 Yokohama Drivers Cup USA Series Schedule

February 16-17        Las Vegas Motor Speedway
April 4-6 California Speedway
July 11-13 Mid-Ohio
August 1-3 Road America
August 8-10 Road Atlanta
September 12-14 Miller Motorsports Park
October 24-26 Infineon Raceway

For further information and updates please go to www.competentmotorsport.com

Sunday’s schedule builds on Saturday’s

with a drivers’ meeting, coaching, practice

sessions, qualifying and an afternoon race,

followed by a presentation of trophies.

During each of the three days, the coach

walks the track and checks out each comer

to give individual feedback to each driver.

He also walks through the paddock

throughout the day and answers any 

questions drivers may have. 

“In addition to being a very efficient

learning experience, each weekend is 

racing like it used to be: fun, entertaining

and full of camaraderie,” noted Greg Franz.

“Learning is most effective when enjoyed

and racing is about building relationships

and friendships.

“We had one of the international partici-

pants at Infineon last year write a letter to

us where he talked about how he had raced

in a wide variety of series, but “the

Yokohama Drivers Cup is the best for

many reasons such as driver coaching,

good clean and competitive racing, fair

tech inspections, impeccable and reliable

tire service, big time and famous tracks,

Porsche Car North America support and

great overall organization.”

Noted Franz, “for far too long, there has

been a missing link between regular 

driving schools and moving to more

advanced race environments We aim to be

the premier racing series focused on 

education and one-on-one coaching to

increase a driver’s competence at all 

levels. We like to think our race series 

provides a season’s worth of improvement

in one weekend.”

The Yokohama Drivers Cup USA races on

some of the most challenging drivers’

courses in the U.S. .

Ernie Gorill, Greg Franz, Ann Mitchell, Kevin Franz, Derek Denzel, and Craig Stanton.

The Grid at California 

Speedway

Don Pickering,

Rob Morgan,

and Tom Miller

Driver meeting 

at Infineon Raceway
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This issue’s member profile is about a man
I have yet to met. We conducted our inter-
view via email.  After reading the lengthy 
questionnaire he filled out, I will definitely
make an effort to introduce myself to him
the next chance I get. As you will read, he
has a good sense of humor, is a devoted
family man and has brains to boot! Scary
to think that is all wrapped up in one
human being named Steve Ruckmick.
Enjoy the read…

Fantasy Occupation: Being Hugh Hefner 

Actual Occupation: Pharmaceutical
Chemist/Department Director

Hobbies:  Golf, tennis, swimming, and, 
of course–Sports Car Competition!

Collections:  All the hundreds of 
photographs I’ve taken since I was a kid.

Superstitions: The number three. It has
always been my lucky number. It was my
dad’s lucky number too. Note that my car
number begins with three. I “lucked” into
this number as Martin Schacht got a new
number a few years ago and he offered his
magnetic numbers to me.  Interesting, huh?

V: How did you get into your present 
occupation? Who helped you?

SR: I have to say my parents probably got me 
to where I am today. They helped pay for most
of my college costs, which allowed me to get
into graduate school (University of Wyoming).
In graduate school I was able to work my way
through to a Ph.D. degree in Chemistry as a
Teachers Assistant. I studied coal liquefaction
chemistry and worked with engineers optimizing
gasoline production from coal. I thought it was
interesting that the Germans pioneered this 
technology in WWII when the allies cut off all
their fuel supplies.  Germany has a lot of coal
mines and their later war effort was maintained
by gasoline made from coal. After I got my
degree my parents then paid for me to fly to
Atlantic City for a big scientific conference
where I was able to interview and land my 
first job with DuPont. To a large degree, 
I owe where I am today to my parents.

V: What has been your most unusual job?

SR: One summer I drove a drilling truck alone
to various locations. Started in Mexico, went to
north of Bangor, Maine, then on to St. Louis 

and ended up in Denver Colorado. I was drilling
over known sulfur deposits for a mining compa-
ny and they were researching whether you could
use analyze soil samples in order to pinpoint 
sulfur deposits. One remote deposit was north-
ern Maine and the only place the company could
find lodging was a very nice fishing lodge. 
I’d start work early in the day, then go fishing. 
It was slow at the resort so after my workday 
I would buy one of the guides a 6-pack and he
would take me out in his boat fishing in the
beautiful Maine wilderness for free. I caught
land locked salmon and saw moose and didn’t
spend a dollar.

V: How did you find your way to the POC? 

SR: I was into Autocross at the time, but as 
I became more serious about participating rather
than sitting and waiting to participate, I surfed
some motor sport Internet discussion boards
looking for more seat time than Autocross was
offering. That is when and how I stumbled 
upon Martin Schacht on an internet thread. 
He explained that Porsche Owner’s Club had
something called a “Short Track Series”…
at that moment another POC member was born!

MEET YOUR POC FELLOW DRIVER
INTERVIEW BY MARNYE SUMMERS

STEVE RUCKMICK
2005
1996 PORSCHE 996 C4S
326
LP

MEMBER SINCE
CAR

NUMBER
CLASS

6

V: Do you have a mentor?

SR:  Martin Schacht, great mentor. He made 
me feel welcomed from our very first contact. 
I was made to feel right at home by all from
registration to my instructors. Robert Taylor and
Bob Rodriguez were generous with their driving
tips and have been great mentors. I received 
different and valuable info from all of them.

V: What advice would you give to someone 
entertaining the thought of racing?

SR: “You have to know your limitations,” 
and take it slow at first, learning as much 
as possible in the race clinics POC puts on. 
They have quality instructional opportunities 
other clubs generally do not offer. Also, study 
the rules carefully and talk to other drivers 
with your car (or car you are considering racing)
about their opinion of how competitive it is 
and/or cost to make it competitive.

V: How do you like to spend your time off track?

SR: Skiing and swimming. Love both.

V: Whom in your family do you most admire?

SR: My mom and dad.

V: Describe a perfect day.

SR: I wake to fresh coffee/home cooked break-
fast and watch a few cartoons with my five year
old twins. I then jump in the pool, swim a few
laps, take a shower and drive to Cal Speedway 
for some high speed Time Trialing with my POC
friends. I end up winning the TT and set a new 
lap record (this is a perfect day, right?). During
the day, I instruct an up-and-coming POC STS
student driving a 930 Turbo who uses my driving
tips to shave 20 seconds off his previous time.
When the track is cold, I enjoy a few beers with
my POC buddies and see that my STS student has
won Best In Class. The student is so enamored
with his win he offers me a free ski weekend at
his huge custom log cabin on the slopes of Aspen,
Colorado. I go out to dinner with my POC bud-
dies, have a nice steak, drive home, read my twins
a few good night stories, then put them to bed.
Then, I smoke a nice Cuban Montecristo #2 cigar,
drink a triple shot of 25 year old single malt
scotch, and I retire…YEAH, BABY!

V: Have you ever deliberately placed yourself 
in danger?

SR: What is your definition of danger? I like to
think of dangerous situations I engage in as 
“calculated risks.” An example is weighing my
skiing ability and deciding to jump off the cornice
at Mammoth into a double black diamond trail.
Others may consider that dangerous, I call it a 
calculated risk. Like Clint Eastwood says, “you have
to know your limitations.” The really dangerous
situations I have been involved in I had no real
control over. Like flying into an abandoned, very
short Forest Service airstrip in the Sierra at eleva-
tion 10,000 feet in a Cessna 172 with another
buddy to go backpacking. Landing was no problem,
but we had to take off as early as possible the next
morning for the densest air (most lift) since the
runway was very short. The pilot and I did
detailed calculations on runway length, payload
we had, airspeed, and temperature. We calculated
we should make it. However, seeing a lot of plane
tire tracks and pieces or airplanes in the dirt after
the end of the runway did not boost our confi-
dence. We burned everything that we didn’t need
right before take off to minimize weight. We went
3/4 down the runway and my buddy the pilot
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pulled back on the stick...nothing. At that
point a critical decision was made. In this
case, to not abort the attempt and push the
stick forward to regain as much groundspeed
as possible. Right at the end of the runway my
buddy gently pulled back on the stick and we
limped into the air just barely clearing the end
of the runway. It was a close one. That is an
example of what adventure is all about (and
POC competition!). We flew down to Bishop
and had breakfast. It is a great memory,
albeit one of my most dangerous ones.

V: If you knew you were being quoted, what
would you say?

SR: I really don’t know. Maybe, “You have to
know your limitations,” but that is not original.

V: Were you ever in the military? 

SR: No. But I think it’s a great place for a lot
of young people to grow up, learn to respect 
elders, become disciplined, get life’s priorities
straight and find themselves. I’ve seen the 
military turn around several young people who
needed some turning around. My dad was in the
Navy at the end of WWII. He and his best friend
(a Navy buddy) always said it was one of the
best things a young person can do for four 
years after high school.

V: What country or place would you like to
see and why? 

SR: The Kamchatka Peninsula, Russia. This 
is an area bigger than France with 29 active
volcanoes and arguably the best fishing in the
world (mostly only accessible by helicopter).
You can catch 15 pound rainbow trout as well
as six species of Pacific Salmon as well as
Arctic Char with little effort (other than 
traveling there!).

V: What animal do you most relate to and
why?  

SR: Even though I don’t care for cats as pets,
that is the animal I most relate to. When cats
stalk prey, they exhibit all the skills a good
driver needs to have: Keen eyesight, great 
concentration, lightening reflexes, and 
excellent anticipation.

V: What three words would you use to
describe yourself? 

SR: Integrity, sense of humor, and reliable.

V: What three words would your wife use to
describe you?

SR: Stubborn, frugal, and inflexible.

V: What is your favorite type of food? 

SR: Depends on my mood. Sometimes it is
sushi, sometimes it is a nice thick steak, other
times it is a real spicy Mexican dish! My
favorite junk food is Rice Crispy squares.

V: Name a movie character you relate to 
and why.

SR: Steve McQueen! He was a real racecar
driver with an impressive driving resume. 
The iconic, legendary Porsche movie, 
“Le Mans” would never have been made 
if it were not for him. Loved him in “Bullet”
and “The Great Escape,” too.

V: Have you ever loaned someone money and
never gotten it back? 

SR: No. I make it a point to not loan money
to friends. I had a good buddy in a tough
career jam a few years ago who really needed
some money. At Christmas time I left $400 
and some grocery store gift certificates in an
envelope for him under the door of his apart-
ment. The envelope read “from Santa.”

V: What do you do when you are bored?

SR: I’m almost never bored except for per-
haps on an airplane. Then I might listen to
some classic rock and roll on my IPOD. Or
maybe watch “Le Mans” or “Caddy Shack.”

V: What is your most simple pleasure?

SR: An after dinner fine cigar and scotch
whiskey.

V: What talent do you have that would 
surprise people?  

SR: I can play a decent rhythm guitar.
Especially the three chord CCR or Surf music
kind of stuff. I fool around in my garage with
a Stratocaster or my special edition cherry red
Gibson Les Paul Deluxe. I play through an
amazing Mesa Boogie Mark III old tube amp
that makes me sound much better than I really
am...my neighbors may have a different opinion!
I need to find some time for some lessons.

V: What advice would you give to young people?

SR: (1 Respect your elders, especially your 
parents. (2 Learn and get to really know your
physical and mental limitations and, (3 Really
concentrate while driving–it’s the single most
dangerous thing we do every day. 

V: What event changed the course of your life?

SR: There were several. Living in Western
Australia for five years; my dad was an 
exploration geologist and my family moved

Neil Alexander was the lucky guy who won
the opportunity for a weekend with a Speed
Secrets coach. Neil was the high bidder dur-
ing the live auction at Laguna Seca for this
prize. He eventually chose the POC weekend
at Infineon/Sears Point in late October for
his experience. Gordon Bentley, brother of
Speed Secrets founder Ross Bentley, was the
coach chosen to work with Neil during his
weekend.  

Speed Secrets challenges you to open your
mind to new approaches and challenges you
to take your driving to an all new level.
They’ve created a formula for success: MI +
A = G. MI stands for mental imagery, A
stands for awareness, and G is the goal
you’re trying to achieve. They implement a
step by step process to identify the core of
your driving problems, get a clear mental
image of what you want to do, and work
toward that direction comparing your mental
image goal with you actual driving experi-
ences.

Gordon started out watching Neil drive in
multiple practice sessions from a variety of
different viewpoints. By watching Neil drive
through the myriad of different turns and ele-
vation changes Gordon was able to develop a

sense of Neil’s current skills and develop a
plan to enhance his skills and work towards
Neil’s racing goals. They would meet in
Neil’s motor home after each session and
review the video tape from the session.
Gordon would discuss various aspects of that
session including things like setting up the
turns with breaking points and turn-in points.
If there were any obvious bobbles during the
session they would analyze those occur-
rences and discuss how they happened and
what could be done differently next time. 

Each session out Gordon would move to
another location around the track observing
Neil’s driving from that new perspective.
Gordon would talk to Neil during the ses-
sions on the radio. Neil said he remembered
hearing phrases like:

“You’re entering too early.”
“Count to three before you turn in.”
“Count to three before you get on the gas.”
“Next time I want you to apex that turn five
feet later.” 
And most importantly, “Breathe!”

In reviewing the taped session they would be
looking at the Neil’s driving from inside the
car. With Gordon observing trackside from

different locations they could combine the
different perspectives and in-car video to get
a more comprehensive look at Neil’s driving.
Gordon would make suggestions and Neil
would go back out and incorporate those
suggestions into his driving. Once again they
would analyze the results as viewed from
Gordon’s perspective and the in-car video. 

From my “fly-on-the-wall” perspective, I
found the approach very comprehensive and
enlightening. Listening to them discuss the
sessions I could see and understand many of
the points Gordon would make regarding
Neil’s style of driving. Most of his pointers
were applicable to myself and most any club
racer in an amateur environment. It was real-
ly interesting to see Neil’s run times work
their way downward as he listened and
applied Gordon’s Speed Secrets. Neil told me
late Sunday afternoon that he had dropped
three seconds off his starting lap times from
Saturday morning. He was very appreciative
of Gordon’s time and teachings. Neil found
the program very beneficial and I did too
just from listening and observing. A very
successful Speed Secrets weekend… .

STORY BY JOHN GORDON PHOTOGRAPHY BY DAVE JOHNSON 

NEIL ALEXANDER’S EXPERIENCE
WITH SPEED SECRETS AT INFINEON

“You’re entering too early.”

“Count to three before you turn in.”

“Count to three before you get on the gas.”

“Next time I want you to apex that turn five feet later.”

And most importantly, “Breathe!”
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from Tucson, Arizona to a very small mining
town called Kalgoorlie when I was in third
grade. I made aboriginal (and Aussie) friends,
played on the school cricket and Aussie football
teams, and lived in a house with no TV, A/C, 
or central heat. In the winter months my 
teachers started fires each morning in 
the schoolroom fireplace.  

Going to college; this involved setting foot 
in Iowa for the first time in my life, meeting 
a lot of farmers (great people), learning to 
pheasant hunt, and making some of the closest
friends I still have to this day. You do a lot of
growing up when you live for the first time, 
really on you’re own. This also enabled me 
to attend graduate school at the University of
Wyoming. In Wyoming in the ‘80s, almost every
bar in town had a “drive- through” window.
Believe it or not, it used to be legal to drive 
up and order any cocktail you like. The 
bartender would literally make it and hand 
it to you in your idling car. Absolutely 
unbelievable. Once we filled the bed of 
a pickup full of with snow, went to the 
drive through and ordered an 8-gallon 
keg of beer we threw in the back. 

I guess kind of liked grad school too!

The only time I have really been afraid in 
my life was when I had cancer as a young man.
Luckily it was localized, did not spread, and 
I survived with surgery and radiation therapy.
This experience really changed the way I look
at life. Since then I have felt you have to enjoy
life to its fullest every day you are alive and 
take nothing for granted. The reality is, people
die unexpectedly every day. I feel you have to
appreciate the little things in life and not save 
all your marbles for those “golden years” some-
day. I don’t believe people can truly relate 
to this level of appreciation unless you’ve 
been in a position where your own mortality 
is a real possibility and you have no control 
over it.

V: What are your goals for the future?  

SR: Raise my kids to be the best people they 
can be. Get them through college. Make enough
money so I can retire ASAP so I can worry about
when my next POC Race, fishing trip, pheasant
hunt, or elk hunt is.

V: What do you wish you could change about 
yourself?

SR: Not sure. I kind of like myself the way 
I am. I suppose I could learn to be more flexible
and patient.

V: Describe your dancing ability.

SR: Fair. It’s nothing too great. Used to do it when
single mostly to improve my chances of “getting
lucky.” Now do it to keep the wife happy, although 
I do enjoy it.

V: In what situation do you feel most uncomfortable?

SR: When I’m at a social function and do not 
know anybody. I really don’t feel uncomfortable 
as much as I get bored quickly.

V: What teacher gave you the most valuable 
teaching experience? 

SR: Good story here. I was a freshman at 
Grinnell College (Iowa) attending a new student 
orientation movie. At the intermission I spied an
older guy in all khakis, crew cut, and very shiny
black leather shoes. I thought from his appearance
that he must be a janitor and asked him if he knew
where the men’s room was because I thought he
might have just cleaned it. I later discovered he 
was a really famous philosophy teacher the 
school was very proud of. I ended up becoming
good friends with him and took almost every 
philosophy course he taught. I ended up only 
one philosophy course short of a double major 
in Chemistry and Philosophy. 

V: What is your greatest fear?

SR: I’m really not afraid of anything that 
I have control over. I was afraid when I had cancer.
Not being around to see my kids get married. 
I’m almost 50 and they are five. They are the love
of my life (besides my wife, mom, and beautiful
sports cars!).

V: What mistake are you glad you made?

SR: Marrying my first wife. If it were not for 
her, I may not have ended up in California,
divorced her, met my current wife, and become
involved in the POC!

V: What motto do you try to live by?

SR: Enjoy life to its fullest EVERY day! .




